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May, 2003 C

Dear NRC:

Just say yes to life and solar and wind energy.!!!!

Just say no to Mox and all things nuclear ...lIn fact..l think we should also ban microwave ovens and all
nuclear weapons and power plants while we are at it....

I am the great-great granddaughter of a Cherokee ndian .... She married one of the first European settlers
of the North Georgia Mountains ... So in respect for Native American tradition Let us Love Mother Earth and
Father Sky. One of the primary ways we can Love and Respect Mother Earth and Father Sky is to
develop solar wind and geothermal technologies ...lIt can be done .... Visit Hopland California at the Solar
Energy Center and the geothermal energy produced naturally for the town of Pagosa Springs Colorado.
Also, if some men and women have to fight, lets go back to the days of the bow and arrow and
tomahawk ... At least the entire sacred environment wont be wiped out when the world gets a testerone
surge every now and then..

Also, every action we take as an individual or as a government must be done so that present and future
generations of people, plants, animals and also inanimate objects will have their health and environment
protected. Lets look out for the Seventh Generation as Chief Seattle would want us to do...

We still have yet to do clean up of all the stuff produced during the Cold War and World War II and
Vietnam..So lets not produce any more of this toxic stuff ... seems the best way to handle stuff is absolute
containment (Environmentalists, Inc c/o, Ruth Thomas of Columbia SC and Blue Ridge Environmental
Defense League www.bredl.org have the documents about this..its so dangerous for this stuff from Rocky
Flats and possible elsewhere to be travelling down our highways ... the new Trail of Tears? 

I will forward these documents on containment and dangers of nuke transportation on to you as soon as I
am able ....lI am on vacation in Southwestern United States and this is first day I have had access to
computer .... Spending nights in Apache National Forests in Central Arizona near Mt Baldy...

Also, what on earth do we want a French Company like Duke COGEMA and Stone Webster dealing with
our most dangerous stuff? A little bit of common sense would be much appreciated. One of the largest
and most beautiful aquifers in North America is located around SRS and that part of Georgia and South
Carolina .... So lets not produce anymore toxic stuff there ... clean up in accord with recommendations from
NRDC and EER and NCI and Physicians for Social Responsibility is what is needed. That will provide
plenty of jobs in a positive way.

I am trying to make this short and sweet as possible ....lI will send more stuff I have to you as soon as I
regroup and reorganize ...lI am on vacation so I dont want to think about anything nuclear .... Also the
uranium and coal mining is devastating the health and environment of the Navajo and Hopi Nations. So
this is where the devastating cycle of nuclear industry begins in beautiful Southwest ... hope to the great
Dine and sacred Hopis, the People of Peace.

Solar and Wind are the Answer My Frfend ... Please visit Solar Energy Center in Hopland California
ASAP ..

Love and Peace and Solar is Clean and Forever ~ . ~
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